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Motivation
 it is well-known that DNNs  have a high memory footprint [10, 17] 

limiting their practical applications, such as mobile phones, robots, and 
autonomous vehicles of low capacity

 To address this, research aimed at  reducing the number of parameters  
[12, 14], however, there is a trade-off between accuracy and the 
number of parameters (memory budget) at test time

  we want a network that gives competitive performance under a given 
memory budget

 Besides, given N different memory budgets, we define and train N 
different DNN models which require additional training cost
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Motivation
 [19, 22] proposed single DNN models which can perform multiple 

inference under different memory budgets allowing flexible accuracy-
memory trade-offs within a single network (also called memory 
efficient inference)

 and thus, can avoid introducing multiple networks for different 
memory budget  (note, these are for a single task)

 learning multiple tasks simultaneously in a network avoid multi-stage 
training [2, 26] and improve generalization [5, 7, 39]

 this work proposes an approach that performs memory efficient 
inference for multiple tasks [*] in a single network

[19] Eunwoo Kimet al. NestedNet: Learning nested sparse structures in deep neural networks. 
CVPR 2018
[22] Gustav Larsson et al. FractalNet: Ultra-deep neural networks without residuals. ICLR 2017
[*] Multiple tasks refer to multiple datasets, unless stated otherwise
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Approach
 architecture containing multiple networks of different configurations 

termed deep virtual networks (DVNs)
  Each DVN shares parameters of the architecture and performs 

memory efficient inference for its corresponding task
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Approach
 the proposed architecture is based on a backbone network
 the network parameters are divided into multiple disjoint units
 units are collected by dividing 
 a set of feature maps in each
 layer into multiple subsets
 A DVN is structured hierarchically
 which contains multiple levels
 of hierarchy corresponding to
 different numbers of units enabling 
 multiple inference for different
 memory budgets
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Approach
 a unit can be shared by different DVNs allowing multiple DVNs in a 

single deep network to perform multi-tasking
 Each DVN has a unique configuration (Section 3.2) (i.e., a hierarchical 

structure with a different order of units), 
 and is specialized for a single task
 The approach is realized in a single
 training stage based on a single
 backbone architecture
 (e.g., a residual network [13]),
 which significantly reduces 
 training efforts and
 network storage
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Approach – Memory efficient learning
 given a backbone, divide the network parameters into k disjoint 

subsets: i.e. W = [ W_{1}, ..., W_{k}]
 l-th level of hierarchy ( l >= 2) contains the subsets in the (l - 1) -th 

level and one additional subset
 level-1 (lowest level) contains ( l = 1) 
 a single subsets  
 level n_{h} (highest level) contains
 all subsets (i.e. W)
 n_{h}: number of levels of hierarchy
 k: number of subsets
 in this work, k = n_{h}
 each level of hierarchy defines
 a network corresponding to the subset
 and produces an output  
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Approach – Memory efficient learning
 Loss function:

            : dataset - image-label pairs
            : levels of hierarchy
            : set of parameters and can be optimized by the sum of the       

loss functions
 where:
             is a set of parameters of       that are assigned to the l-th level 

and designed by following group-wise pruning approaches [14, 33]
 Note, Eq. (1) is applied to a single task
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Approach – Deep virtual network
  a different hierarchical structure is constructed by a different order of 

units
 this introduces a unique DVN specialized for a particular task 
 thus multiple DVNs of different network configurations can be realized 

in a single network by sharing units, for different tasks 
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Approach – Rules for configuring DVNs
  assume that datasets are collected sequentially, along with their task 

ID numbers, and the datasets with adjacent task ID numbers are from 
similar domains 
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Approach – DVNs Loss function
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Approach – DVNs Loss function

 unit i is learned by aggregating multiple gradients from the 
hierarchical structures of deep virtual networks for all k tasks
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Approach – DVNs Loss function

 Note that, for given       , the difference                     influences on the 
amount of the gradient (significance) of the unit i for the task j as the 
gradients from more levels accumulate

 As the difference is larger, the significance of the unit will be higher 
for the task j

 the network is trained in a way that each unit is learned to have 
different significance for all tasks

 note that,  the total amount of gradients of a unit over all tasks is about 
same to those of other units

 this prevents units from having irregular scales of gradients
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Approach – DVNs for sequential tasks
 DVNs can also handle sequential tasks [24]
 assume that the old tasks, from the 1st to the (k −1)-th task, have been 

learned beforehand, for the current (new) task k the loss function is:

 where                         is a distillation loss between the output of a 
network (whose corresponding structure is determined by             ) and 
the output of the task j from the old network when a new input         is 
given 

 distillation loss is to preserve the knowledge of the old tasks in the 
current sequence [24] (due to the absence of the old datasets)

[24] Zhizhong Li and Derek Hoiem. Learning without forgetting. TPAMI 2017.
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Experiments - Experimental setup
 Supervised learning problems:
 multi-task learning (joint learning) [2]
 sequential learning [24]
 hierarchical classification [34] (classifying coarse-to-fine class 

categories)
 Benchmark datasets: 
 CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [20], STL-10 [4], andTiny-ImageNet
 Backbone models:
 WRN-n-s [36] and ResNet-n [13]
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Experiments - Experimental setup
 Three scenarios for joint learning
 J1: two tasks using the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100
 J2: four tasks - dividing the number of classes of Tiny-ImageNet
 into four subsets evenly
 J3: three tasks - CIFAR-100, Tiny-ImageNet, and STL-10

 Hierarchical classification (H1) - CIFAR-100 - contains coarse classes 
(20 classes) and fine classes (100 classes)

 Two scenarios for sequential learning
 S1: two tasks - dividing the number of classes of CIFAR-10
 into two subsets evenly
 S2: two tasks - CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100
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Experiments - Results
 Joint learning : scenario J1
 comparing with two approaches: 
 (1) PackNet + (a grouped variant of PackNet [26] CVPR2018)
 (2) NestedNet (with channel pruning) [19] (can perform either multi-

task learning or memory efficient learning)

  each stand-alone unit (top) do not compromise much on performance 
compared to those using all units (bottom) on average

 PackNet + and NestedNet’s maximum performance leveraging the 
whole network capacity are poorer than DVN approach

Table 1. Results of joint learning on CIFAR-10 (task 1) and CIFAR-100 (task 2)
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Experiments - Results
 Joint learning : scenario J1
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Experiments - Results
 Joint learning : scenario J2  - Multi-task learning

Figure 5(a) Multi-task learning - J2: four tasks - dividing the number of classes of Tiny-ImageNet

 DVN outperforms the competitors under similar memory budgets for all tasks
 note, DVN provides four evaluations with respect to different parameter density ratios 

for each task, while other methods produce an evaluation with a fixed budget
 the baseline shows unsatisfying results and even requires 4× larger network storage 

than DVN 
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Experiments - Results
 Joint learning : scenario J2 - Memory efficient learning 

Figure 5(b) Memory efficient learning - J2: four tasks - dividing the number of classes of Tiny-ImageNet

 gained significant performance improvement over NestedNet for all the tasks
 DVN produces 4 × 4 inference outputs within a single trained network
 while NestedNet requires four different trained networks to perform memory efficient 

inference for the same tasks, respectively
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Experiments - Results
 Joint learning : scenario J2 - Parameter density and speedup
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Experiments - Results
 Joint learning : scenario J3

 DVN performs better than the compared approaches on average under similar 
parameter density ratios

 the numbers of parameters and their inference times of our DVN are:
 (1)  0.65ms (7.5M), (2) 1.02ms (16.8M), and (3) 1.51ms (29.8M), respectively,
 for a single image from STL-10

Figure 6. Results on three different datasets (Tiny-ImageNet, CIFAR-100, and STL-10)
of different scales for joint learning 
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Experiments - Results
 Hierarchical classification [*]

 baseline results are provided by learning an individual network for the number of 
parameters and the number of classes

 NestedNet provides two different results according to the number of tasks
 Overall, DVN approach performs better than other compared methods for all cases
 DVN and NestedNet outperform the baseline probably due to their property of sharing 

parameters between the tasks as they are closely related to each other

Table 3. Results of the hierarchical classification on CIFAR-100

[*] CIFAR-100 - contains coarse classes (20 classes) and fine classes (100 classes)
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Experiments - Results
 Sequential learning - scenario (S1) 

 Scenario (S1) - consists of two sequential tasks based on CIFAR-10, where the old (task
 1) and new (task 2) tasks consist of the samples from the first and last five classes of the 

dataset, respectively
 Notably, the results using stand-alone units are better than others on average
 Feature Extraction and DA-CNN nearly preserve the performance for the first task but 

their performances give the unsatisfactory results for the second task

Table 4. Results of the sequential learning on the CIFAR-10 tasks. The proposed architecture contains two deep virtual 
networks each of which provides two different evaluations using a single unit (right column) and all the units (left column) 
for each task.
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Experiments - Results
 Sequential learning - scenario (S2)

 scenario (S2) consisting of CIFAR-10 (old, task 1) and CIFAR-100 (new, task 2)
 DVN result using all units (right column) gives the best performance on average among 

the compared approaches

Table 5. Results of the sequential learning on the CIFAR-10 (task 1) and CIFAR-100 (task 2) datasets.
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The crux of this paper
 Multi-task and memory efficient learning using a single network
 i.e. given different memory budgets and a set of tasks, we need to train 

a single network which gives multiple inference outputs (for different 
memory budgets) for each task

 first work introducing the concept of virtual networks in deep learning 
for multi-task learning

 efficacy of the proposed method has been demonstrated under various 
multi-task learning scenarios – joint learning, hierarchical 
classification and sequential learning



Thank you for your attention!
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